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Indicative Tree Pit Detail 1 : 
Focal tree within hard landscape, planted 
within a tree grille and protected by a tree 
guard

Tree grille to be 1.8m square with min 0.6m 
aperture. The aperture is to be infilled with 
75mm depth bark mulch e.g. Broxap Lea 
cast iron  tree grille BX 1238

Area of sand based structural soil e.g. 
Amethyst City Sand to a suitable depth, 
assumed 0.9m below hard surface, to 
be installed as per suppliers 
specification. Exact extent and location 
of structural soil required to be 
confirmed by manufacturer.

Indicative hard landscape

150mm drainage layer

Tree planting following preparation: 
- Tree pits to be excavated to at least 75mm greater than 
that of the root system and no deeper than the rootball. 
The base shall be broken up by a further 150mm with the 
sides well scarified to prevent smearing. 
- Trees are to be placed into the pits and backfilled with 
excavated soil incorporating slow release fertilizer and 
Tree Planting and Mulching Compost. 
- Firm trees in well
- Water in all trees at the end of each day of planting to 
ensure continued success.

Watering system to consist of a perforated
pipe installed around the rootball e.g. Mona

Relief Tree Irrigation by Green-Tech

Where required a suitable root barrier with root
deflecting ribs will be installed. Extent and location to

be confirmed by engineer, where trees are in close
proximity to services/ built form. Installation of root

barriers will endeavour to provide the largest possible
area of growing space for the tree.
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Tree guard to be 1.8m in height with the 
diameter and colour to match the tree 
grille e.g. Broxap Standard Mild Steel Tree 
Guard BX14 602

Underground guying system - to have three
anchors and fastened with straps e.g.

Platipus system by Green-Tech

Indicative Tree Pit Detail 3: 
Tree pit with soft landscaping 
surrounding, e.g. hard landscaping is 
over 2m away from trunk

Planting or grass

3 no. 75mm diameter untreated pointed tree
stakes with rubber ties and spacers for Extra

Heavy Standards, to be set low on stem.
Stakes should be driven 300mm into the

compacted ground taking care to avoid
underground services and cable etc.

Tree planting following preparation:
- Tree pits to be excavated to at least 75mm greater 
than that of the root system and no deeper than the 
rootball. The base shall be broken up by a further 
150mm with the sides well scarified to prevent 
smearing. 
- Trees are to be placed into the pits and backfilled with 
excavated soil incorporating slow release fertilizer and 
Tree Planting and Mulching Compost. 
- Firm trees in well and secure with proprietary rubber 
tree ties and spacers. 
- Water in all trees at the end of each day of planting to 
ensure continued success.
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Where required a suitable root barrier
with root deflecting ribs will be installed.

Extent and location to be confirmed by
engineer, where trees are in close

proximity to services/ built form.
Installation of root barriers will endeavour

to provide the largest possible area of
growing space for the tree.

75mm bark mulch in 1m dia 
from tree trunk (and under 
planting areas where required)

Watering system to consist of
a perforated pipe installed

around the rootball e.g. Mona
Relief Tree Irrigation by

Green-Tech

150mm deep washed sand
applied to support the rootball.

Existing sub-soil to be retained below the 900mm 
depth tree pits must be aerated and well drained. 
If not amelioration / amendments must be made 
to ensure it provides a suitable subsoil.

Topsoil to be as per specification for soft
landscaping (300mm depth for shrubs and
trees, and 150mm depth for grass) and in

accordance with the Soil Resource Report. For
tree planting, the 300mm depth of topsoil (and

600mm depth of suitable subsoil) to continue
for a 2-4m radius from the rootball before

gradually tapering to the depths required for
grass / shrub planting - extent of radius will
depend upon area of landscaping the tree is

located within, large areas will have 4m radius.

2-4m from rootball to
continue as tree planting

depth i.e. 300mm topsoil and
600mm suitable subsoil

The area of subsoil around 
each tree planting pit will be 
prepared in accordance with 
the Soil Resource Report.

 Suitable imported subsoil, is to provide remainder
of minimum rooting depth for the soft landscaping

(600mm for trees (total rooting depth 900mm),
300mm for shrubs (total rooting depth 600mm) and
150mm for grass (total rooting depth 450mm). For
tree planting, the 600mm depth of suitable subsoil

(and 300mm depth of topsoil) is to continue for a
2-4m radius from the rootball before gradually

tapering to the depths required for grass / shrub
planting - extent of radius will depend upon area of
landscaping the tree is located within, large areas

will have 4m radius.

Existing sub-soil to be retained below the 900mm
depth tree pits must be aerated and well drained.
If not amelioration / amendments must be made

to ensure it provides a suitable subsoil.

Aeration inlets to be installed within area of structural soil. 
One inlet to be provide for every 5m3 of root available soil. 
E.g Arborvent double inlet aeration/irrigation system with 
cast inlets by GreenBlue Urban, or similar approved. To be 
installed as per manufacturers recommendations.

Indicative Tree Pit Detail 2: 
Tree with hard landscape to one side of the 
tree pit (approximately 2m or less from the 
tree trunk) with soft landscaping to the other 
side.

'Terram 1000' above topsoil and 
topped with 50mm bark mulch in 
1m dia from tree trunk

Planting or grass

100mm drainage layer e.g. 20mm 
guage washed shingle, with 
'Terram 1000' above and below

2 no. 2.0m high by 75mm diameter pointed tree stakes with
rubber ties and spacers for Extra Heavy Standards. Stakes

should be driven 800mm into the compacted ground
approximately 700mm apart taking care to avoid

underground services and cable etc. Tree to be secured to
the half round cross brace ensuring there is no connection

between the tree stem and brace.

- Tree pits to be excavated to 1200 x 1200 x 850mm or at 
least 75mm greater than that of the root system and no 
deeper than the rootball. The base shall be broken up by a 
further 150mm with the sides well scarified to prevent 
smearing and present an open-textured face.
- Trees are to be placed into the pits and backfilled with 
excavated soil incorporating slow release fertilizer (e.g. 
250g of Vitax Neutricote 180) and 50 litres of a non-peat 
based tree planting and mulching compost.
- Firm trees in well and secure with proprietary rubber 
tree ties and spacers, as required. 
- Water in all trees at the end of each day of planting to 
ensure continued success.
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Topsoil to be as per specification for soft landscaping (400mm
depth for shrubs and trees, and 150mm depth for grass).

Existing sub-soil

Where required a suitable root barrier with root 
deflecting ribs will be installed. Extent and location to 
be confirmed by engineer, where trees are in close 
proximity to paving, services or built form. Installation 
of root barriers will endeavour to provide the largest 
possible area of growing space for the tree.  

Suitable sub-soil to provide remainder of minimum rooting
depth for the soft landscaping (600mm for trees (total rooting

depth 850-900mm),  300mm for shrubs (total rooting depth
600mm) and 150mm for grass (total rooting depth 450mm).

Watering system to consist of a perforated
pipe installed around the rootball e.g. Mona

Relief Tree Irrigation by Green-Tech

Indicative circular tree seat
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